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Excerpt: That Day in August, Rindert Kromhout 

pages 9–29 

Every day, that summer, Enrico set off in the morning and went to see Nonno Luigi’s flock of 

sheep down in the valley. Every day, except that day in August... 

 

“You can take your brother with you today for a change.” 

“Mum! I don’t have time to look after Stefano!” 

“And you think I do? Or your father? As if we don’t already have enough to do with 

the shop! You’re nearly fourteen, practically an adult. It’s time you started acting like one.” 

“Oh, Mum, please! I already took him along with me one day last week.” Enrico 

checked his bag. Sketchbook. Felt-tip pens. Biscuits for Luna. Good. He never went out 

without his drawing equipment. 

“Oh, run along, then. Off you go. I’ll ask next door instead. Give Grandpa a kiss from 

me.” She handed Enrico a paper bag with some bread and cheese and sausage in it and 

bustled him out of the door. “And don’t forget to buy the newspaper for him.” 

“I won’t, Mum.” 

“And take these peaches to Marta.” She gave him another paper bag. 

“Yes, Mum.” 

“And if people say anything, tell them to mind their own business.” 

“Oh, Mum, do I really have to?” 

“All right, just pretend not to hear them. And that includes those stubborn old fools!” 

Enrico closed the front door behind him and went on his way. 

Nonno Luigi, Enrico’s grandfather, had been a shepherd all his life but he was getting 

too old to tend his sheep now, so Enrico helped him out in the school holidays. 
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While his friends were playing football in the village square and whistling at the girls, 

Enrico watched the flock grazing among the olive trees. He didn’t go back up the hill to join 

the other boys until the evening, when the sheep were locked up in their pen. 

Enrico liked sitting in the grass with his sketchbook, doing drawings of the scenery, 

while the dog made sure the sheep didn’t stray. Sometimes, when her mother let her, Teresa 

came to keep him company – Teresa who was in his class at school and who had auburn hair 

and smelled of lavender. 

 

The wind was blowing. This was the best part of the day to be outside. In the afternoon the 

wind would be rippling with heat and the villagers would retreat behind their closed shutters, 

but now it was still fairly busy in the village. With Luna following behind him, Enrico 

walked along the steep little streets near his house. Luna’s tongue was hanging out of her 

mouth. Already. How much longer would she be able to manage the daily walk down into the 

valley? 

Enrico moved closer to the houses, where the bricks were still cool. The dog seemed 

to give him a grateful look. 

 

“Ciao, Enrico!” Old Marta, who had only a few teeth left and had taken to wearing black 

since her husband had passed away, was sitting on the doorstep in front of her house, sucking 

on a peach. She waved when she saw Enrico coming. “Tell your grandfather I’m waiting for 

him.” Peach juice dripped down her fingers. 

“Ciao, Marta! Will do.” Enrico chuckled. Marta gave him the same message every 

day. Nonno Luigi always grumbled whenever he heard what Marta had to say. “That woman! 

She doesn’t know when to give up. Well, she can wait until they brick up my door.” 
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Enrico went into Marta’s house and put down the bag of peaches on the dresser in the 

hallway, beneath the portrait of the saint. 

 

If it hadn’t been for the saint, the village on the hill would not have been there. Years after his 

death, a church had been built for him on the spot where he had first taken flight. The coffin 

with his body inside had been reburied there and the Pope himself had come to dedicate the 

church. Around the church, houses had gone up, more and more houses... 

Many people in the village earned money from the saint. They became tour guides, 

sold gifts or had restaurants where tourists would settle after a tiring walk around the sights. 

Enrico’s parents ran a souvenir shop. 

Nonno Luigi, his father’s father, had been born in the village and the farthest he’d 

ever gone from his home was down to his sheep in the valley. “The world is too big to see,” 

he’d said to Enrico. “No matter how many journeys you go on, you’ll never see it all. So why 

go to all that trouble?” 

When he’d finished school, Enrico was planning to go to art college in the town on 

the other side of the valley, and later to visit all kinds of towns and villages throughout the 

country, so that he could see them and draw them. Then he would return home, marry Teresa 

and rent a studio with a view of the hills. 

Ah, Teresa! She and Enrico had known each other since they were little. When they 

were small, he’d teased her, because she was a girl. When they were a bit older, she’d acted 

as if he didn’t exist, because he was a boy. A couple of years after that, he’d told her she was 

the most beautiful girl he knew. 

“You should ask her to pose for you – in the nude,” Pepe had said. “Then I’ll come 

and watch while you paint her.” 
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“Clear off!” Enrico had replied. But he felt proud. All the boys thought she was 

beautiful, but Teresa was his! 

 

Enrico kissed Marta on the cheek, called Luna and headed down the street, towards the 

village square. 

 

He walked over the shadow of the church tower, which was falling diagonally across the 

square. From the tower, an endless view stretched out in every direction, to the fields of 

sunflowers in the west, the meadows in the north, the winding road and the town to the south. 

If you looked to the west, you could see, far away in the depths of the valley, the ruins of the 

Roman amphitheatre. A mile beyond that, beside the olive grove, was Nonno Luigi’s cottage. 

“Stay!” said Enrico. 

Wagging her tail, Luna stopped in the doorway. She knew she wasn’t allowed into the 

church. 

Enrico made a quick sketch of the dog, no more than a few lines, and then went 

inside. He paused for a moment to sit in the rear pew and look at the wall paintings, the huge 

comic strip about the saint’s life, in soft shades of blue and yellow and pink. The saint as a 

boy. The saint as a priest. The saint who could fly. The saint with the wounds of Christ. 

Wrapped up in the saint’s experiences, Enrico hardly heard the bustle of the early tourists – it 

sounded like a play on the next-door neighbours’ radio. 

Enrico liked looking at whatever there was to see, just as he liked listening to 

whatever there was to hear – and, either there and then or a few hours later, he’d draw what 

he’d seen and heard. He was a listener and rarely said anything in reply, so people enjoyed 

talking to him. People who like talking don’t want you to say anything back to them or to ask 
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questions about what they’re telling you. They just want you to listen to what they have to 

say. Perhaps that’s why people often used Enrico as a messenger, because he really listened. 

When he was a little boy of about seven, he used to sit in the rear pew, just like now, 

looking at the wall paintings and pretending to take in the words of the sermon, and then 

Enrico would sometimes imagine being the priest who could fly. When he closed his eyes, he 

could picture it all.  

He flew by, waving at his mum and dad, at Nonno Luigi in the valley, at the children 

in the school playground, who looked up at him jealously. If a sheep had strayed from the 

flock, all Enrico had to do was fly up and take a quick look around to find it. And if a toddler 

had gone missing? Enrico took to the sky! He’d filled a sketchbook with pictures of 

everything he’d imagined, which was how he’d discovered what he wanted to do: to draw. 

He’d shown his sketchbook to Nonna Sabina, his grandmother. 

“Beautiful,” was all she’d said after leafing through it. She’d smiled as she’d said it 

and pinched Enrico’s cheek. Her reaction had confused him for days. Had she really thought 

his drawings were beautiful, or had she just pinched his cheek because she thought his 

childish scribbles were cute? He didn’t find out the answer to that question until much later. 

 

The church bells were ringing for morning mass. Crows flew up from the tower. 

Enrico left the church, bought a newspaper for Nonno Luigi from the kiosk in the 

square, and walked on. 

“Ask him when he’s going to come and get his newspaper himself again!” the 

newspaper man shouted after him. “It’s been almost a month since he was last here.” 

“Will do!” called Enrico without turning around. Luna squatted beside the marble 

statue of the saint and did a pee. 
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Someone on a bike waved at Enrico. It was Gianni, the singing postman. Gianni, who was 

always cheerful. Enrico’s mother thought he probably didn’t even stop singing when he was 

asleep. He was waving an envelope. “A letter for your grandpa!” He came towards Enrico 

with a big grin on his face. The sight of Gianni always cheered everyone up. The villagers 

looked forward to their post every morning, because it was Gianni who brought it. On days 

when he didn’t have much to do, Gianni delivered the post down in the valley himself. He 

took a bottle of wine with him and told Nonno Luigi the latest news. But he must have had 

lots to do today. Enrico took the envelope and slipped it inside the newspaper. 

“Have a good day, Enrico!” Gianni rode off on his bike, humming. 

Enrico walked along narrow streets with washing hung out to dry on lines that 

stretched overhead, and then through the park with the orange trees. 

Mothers pushing prams were out for a walk and men sat reading the newspaper on 

benches beneath the trees. 

He passed the primary school, where he had once been a pupil. 

In the front garden next to the school, Ida was waiting for him, mad Ida who was no 

longer a child but would never be a grown-up. Her mother stood behind her at the open 

kitchen window. She was making long strands of pasta. Ever since Enrico had stood up for 

Ida when she was being bullied by a gang of boys from another village, she had often waited 

for him in the garden. 

“Ciao, Ida,” he said. 

“Enrico!” Her talking was more like shouting. She picked a red geranium and came 

towards him. 

Luna growled and hid behind Enrico. She was scared of Ida’s loud voice. 

Ida’s mother wiped her hands on her apron. 
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“Geraniums are her favourite flowers,” she said, as she came outside. “She only picks 

them for people she really likes, don’t you, Ida?” 

“Red is a beautiful colour,” said Enrico. Whenever they saw each other, she always 

picked one for him. “Thank you, Ida. That’s very kind of you.” He held out his hand. Ida 

giggled. Then she ran away, taking the flower with her. That was something she always did 

whenever they saw each other, too. 

“Hey, what a shame that Ida’s run off,” Enrico called after her. “Now I won’t get my 

flower.” 

Ida’s mother smiled. “Yes, what a shame. Sorry, Enrico. Maybe next time, eh?” She 

winked at him. 

Enrico grinned. Luna barked. 

 

The pots of rosemary were still in front of the house where Enrico’s grandparents had lived. 

A cat lay among the plants, sleeping in the morning sun. Luna gave it a wide berth. She knew 

that cat’s claws only too well. 

Beside the front door was a bricked-up door. They’d taken Nonna Sabina out through 

that door when she’d died. Doors that a dead person had been carried through were bricked 

up the same day. Death was allowed to leave the house, but no one wanted it to come back 

inside. The shutters were closed as well, but that was because the house had been empty for a 

month. 

 

Not long after Grandma had died, a door had been bricked up in old Marta’s house as well. 

She was on her own now too. 

One day Marta had knocked on Nonno Luigi’s door. Back then he still came home 

from the valley every evening. 
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“It’s dinnertime,” she said. “I’ve laid the table for two. Force of habit.” 

Nonno Luigi took a piece of sheep’s cheese from a shelf and went with Marta. 

A few weeks later they decided that Nonno Luigi would go to live with Marta. 

“Why not?” he said to his grandson. 

“Why not?” replied Enrico. He thought it would be nice for his grandpa to have some 

company. It was just a shame that they had such different opinions about things. 

Marta went to church seven days a week, morning and evening, to pray and to confess 

and to light a candle for the saint. Nonno Luigi only went inside a church to cool down on hot 

summer days. 

Marta’s walls were covered with pictures of the saint and of Mary with the baby Jesus 

in her arms. 

“It’s like being in church,” said Enrico, when he helped his grandpa to move his 

boxes of belongings into Marta’s house. 

“There certainly are lots of them, eh?” said Nonno Luigi. 

“Lots?” said Marta, who was unpacking a bag of shopping in the kitchen. “What do 

you mean?” 

“And, let’s be honest about it, they’re a bit gloomy, aren’t they?” 

Enrico agreed with his grandfather. The wall paintings in the church were brighter and 

more cheerful. 

Marta came into the living room. “So what’s suddenly the problem with my paintings 

of the saint and his miracles? Why haven’t you said before that you think they’re ugly?” She 

put her hands on her hips. 

Nonno Luigi snorted. “Miracles? Do you still believe all those children’s stories about 

that old flying saint? They’re fairy tales!” 

Marta gasped. “Take that back!” 
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“Why should I?” Nonno Luigi put down the box he was carrying. 

“Because...” Marta was struggling to find the right words. 

“Hey,” said Nonno Luigi, trying to calm her down. “It was just a joke. I know how 

you feel about it. As far as I’m concerned, you can believe whatever you like. You shouldn’t 

be so touchy.” 

“Dear Lord! He’s making jokes about the saint!” Marta made the sign of the cross. 

Enrico would have laughed, but Marta was shaking with fury. 

“Say that you’re sorry!” 

“Absolutely not.” 

“Then get out of my house!” 

“What a load of claptrap. Fine, I’m leaving.” Nonno Luigi slammed the door behind 

him, just like he did whenever he marched off after an argument with Enrico’s father about 

the Azzurri, the national football team. Usually he came back after about ten minutes and 

cheerfully resumed the bickering. Enrico expected him to do the same this time. Marta went 

to the church, where she asked the saint for forgiveness. 

As for Enrico, he’d hurried home to do a drawing of the two old people arguing. He 

was going to give it to them later, when they got married. 

 

“Grown-ups can act really strangely sometimes,” said Teresa, when he told her about it, 

“especially when God or the saint are involved.” 

“I’m glad we’re not like that,” said Enrico. 

“Yes...” Teresa stroked Enrico’s arm with her fingertips. Enrico shivered with 

pleasure. 

Now that he was thinking about it, he shivered all over again. The hairs on his arm 

stood on end. 
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Then he heard the sound of flat shoes on the cobbles behind him. It echoed against the 

walls of the houses. Luna growled. The cat that had been lying in the rosemary ran off. 

Enrico looked around, but there was no one in sight. 

“Stop growling.” Enrico gave Luna a gentle kick and walked onwards. 

 

Enrico threw back a ball to two little boys who were playing in the street and peered through 

the window of his parents’ souvenir shop, looking for his father. 

“So you want to be a painter?” his father had said. 

“I want to draw,” said Enrico. 

“That’s the same thing.” 

“No,” said Enrico, “it’s not the same thing.” 

“If you draw the saint, you’ll make a fair amount of money,” his father said. “And I 

can always sell the pictures for you.” 

“How about if I draw other pictures?” 

“What of?” 

“Of the village, the villagers.” 

“Great. If you let me have half of the profit.” 

“Daaad!” Enrico exclaimed. 

“A quarter?” his dad tried. 

The window was full of bits and pieces with pictures of the saint on them: ashtrays, 

cups and saucers, T-shirts, prayer cards. The postcards in the rack outside the door had curled 

up in the bright sunlight. 

Enrico’s father was sweeping the floor. 

Luna eagerly tried to jump up, but she couldn’t manage it. She was too heavy and 

lumbering now. 
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“Are you on your own? Where’s Stefano? Weren’t you supposed to be looking after 

him?” 

“Oh, Dad! Don’t you start too! Mum’s taking him next door.” 

“Tell your grandpa I’m going to visit him on Sunday after lunch. What did Marta 

say?” 

“The same as always. That she’s waiting for him.” 

His father laughed. “Women!” 

“Women!” said Enrico. He laughed too, trying to sound a bit tougher than usual, 

because he knew his dad liked that. 

“Don’t let your mother hear you.” He gave Enrico a thump on the shoulder. 

Luna sat in the doorway, looking out, with her teeth bared. She was snarling again. 

Her ears lay flat against her head. 

Enrico took a few steps outside. “Whatever’s wrong with you?” he asked in a loud 

voice. 

Luna looked up at him and started wagging her tail. 

 

His teacher at school had told the story. Nonna Sabina had told the story. The priest, Enrico’s 

mother, his father, everyone had told Enrico the story about the flying saint. 

The legend went like this: there was once a boy who could float up into the air. No 

one understood how it was possible but now and then his body left the ground and, with a 

faraway look in his eyes, he would take a trip around the room, a couple of feet above the 

floor. The boy grew up and became a priest. One day, while he was out for a walk, the priest 

had suddenly taken off and flown to the town on the other side of the valley, where there was 

a statue of the Virgin Mary in front of the church. The priest kneeled down before the statue, 
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made the sign of the cross, and then flew back home. This miracle was witnessed by many 

people. 

He went flying again plenty of times after that, always to go and pray in front of a 

statue or a portrait of the Virgin Mary somewhere else in the country. 

The boys in the village agreed that the priest hadn’t put his special talent to very good 

use. If they could fly, they would go up into the sky to impress the girls, or go off to the 

beach on nice summer days when the roads and trains were packed, or make a quick escape 

when their mothers had a chore for them to do. 

But the flying trips hadn’t been the biggest miracle. Legend had it that Jesus had 

returned to earth to make wounds in the hands and feet of the flying priest – the same wounds 

that Jesus had suffered when he was nailed to the cross. 

When the miraculous priest died, the Pope declared him a saint. His tomb in the 

church became a place of pilgrimage and drew thousands of believers every year. It was 

always busy in Enrico’s parents’ shop. 

After the argument with Marta, Nonno Luigi had walked back to his own house in a 

rage. The next morning he’d headed down into the valley to the cottage by the sheep pen with 

a suitcase full of his belongings. 

“Is it true?” Enrico had asked his mother. 

“What?” 

“That Grandpa never wants to come back to the village.” 

“Not until they’ve settled their argument.” 

“So why don’t they just do that?” 

“Because each of them is more stubborn than the other, him in his valley and her on 

her doorstep.” 
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According to Enrico’s father, Nonno Luigi had gone back to talk to Marta before he 

left the village, but he didn’t know what had happened or what had been said. All he knew 

was that doors had been slammed again. 
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pages 53–64 

Two weeks later... 

 

The sheep were locked up, the day’s work was done. Enrico looked with satisfaction at the 

flock’s new shelter. It would be good enough for now. He had come up with the idea himself 

and then made it all by himself. He had singlehandedly knocked the posts into the ground, 

and singlehandedly tied the rope from post to post. 

“Be careful. Your hands are for drawing, not for carpentry,” Nonno Luigi had said. 

“Remember what you promised your grandma.” 

“I don’t want the sheep to run away again.” 

Enrico pointed at the huge pile of firewood that had once been the sheep pen. “They’ll 

be round to clear that up soon, won’t they?” 

Nonno Luigi shook his head. “They’ve got plenty of other work on their hands.” 

Finding all of the sheep had been quite a task. Three had vanished without a trace. 

Three wasn’t too bad, though – it could have been a lot worse. 

 

“Come on.” Enrico held out his hand to his little brother. 

“Don’t want to,” said Stefano. 

“There’s no need to be scared. Nothing bad’s going to happen. Come on.” 

“Can’t we stay here tonight?” 

“No, we’re going home.” 

“I’m hungry.” 

“We’ll eat later, when Dad gets home.” 

“Where is Daddy?” 

“With Mum at the hospital. You know that, don’t you?” 
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“Yes.” Stefano slid his hand into Enrico’s and started walking with him. 

Enrico looked around. He had the feeling that something was missing. Luna. Of 

course. He was so used to her being nearby that he kept forgetting she was no longer there. 

How stupid of him. 

“Come on,” he said again, squeezing his little brother’s hand even more tightly. 

 

“Who’s going to look after Stefano when I’m at the shop?” his father had said. 

“Me, of course.” It made perfect sense to Enrico that he would be the one to take care 

of the little boy. His dad already had enough on his mind. What an awful situation. 

“We’ll take big steps,” he said, “and then we’ll get home really quickly.” 

Stefano nodded. Enrico wanted to wave at the two people who were sitting on the 

fallen tree by the stream, but they didn’t look in his direction. 

They left the olive grove behind. It wasn’t quite as hot now as in the middle of the day 

but it wouldn’t be really cool until the end of September. 

Tree crickets chirped away as if nothing were wrong. Tall parasol pines and cypresses 

were silhouetted sharply against the deep-blue sky. 

Avoiding the amphitheatre, where loose stones might fall on your head, Enrico took 

the path along the field where the sunflowers had been. The soil was now covered with tents 

where the homeless were living. 

 

Where the winding path met the road, on the spot where the mobile shop used to park, were 

the bulldozers. At first their engines had worked away both night and day. Now that the worst 

was over – there was no one left to find under the rubble – the workmen went home at the 

end of the afternoon.  
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Donatella Ziliotto emerged from behind the bulldozers on her scooter. She was on her 

way to the tent camp with bowls of pasta and salad. Donatella had closed her restaurant and 

started cooking for the homeless people instead. When she saw Enrico, she turned off the 

engine. 

“Enrico! Teresa’s waiting for you. Are you going to go to see her soon?” Donatella 

looked tired. No wonder.  

Enrico nodded. “After I’ve taken Stefano home.” 

As if he didn’t go to see Teresa every evening!  

The scent of garlic and fresh herbs rose up out of the bowls. Enrico realised he hadn’t 

eaten anything since breakfast. 

“Wait a moment.” He sat down on a rock to sketch Donatella-with-the-dishes. It was 

important to capture everything now. He mustn’t miss out anything or forget anyone. 

Stefano crouched down and tried to catch a lizard. 

“Ask Grandpa to help you tomorrow,” said Enrico. “Grandpa’s good at catching 

lizards.” 

“I don’t want to go to Grandpa’s every day,” said Stefano. “I’m scared of the sheep.” 

“You know you have to. You can’t stay at home by yourself.” 

“Don’t want to.” 

“You have to.” 

“I want to see Mummy.” 

“Don’t cry. If you stop crying, I’ll tell you a story.” 

Stefano wiped his cheeks on his sleeve. “What kind of story?” 

Enrico couldn’t come up with anything that quickly. “Later. First we’ve got to walk 

that way.” He put his sketchbook away. 
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Stefano sneezed. So did Donatella. The bone-dry dust that filled the air was bothering 

everyone. 

 

Three old men sat outside Caffè Il Miracolo, gazing into the distance. The building next to 

the café was gone. Il Miracolo itself had no rear wall. 

There was lots of activity on what was left of the main car park. Reporters from home 

and abroad had come to send the village’s story out into the world. The outside broadcast 

vans had gone now, but lots of journalists had stayed to write about the injured people and the 

gradual recovery. Pier Paolo Pellegrini gave them guided tours. Recent events had replaced 

the saint in the stories he told. 

“Pellegrini with a double L,” he said. “Make sure my name’s spelled right in the 

newspaper.” 

His hair neatly combed, he posed for a photographer. “Here’s my card. If there’s 

anything else you want to know, get in touch. There’s no one who can tell you as much about 

it all as I can. I saw everything from close up. What am I saying? I risked my own life. I tore 

my hands apart digging to rescue my neighbours. It’s a blessed miracle that I’m here to tell 

the tale.” He pointed at the remains of a house. 

The three old men outside the café gave him filthy looks. 

The collapsed building that Pier Paolo was pointing at was not his house. It wasn’t his 

neighbours’ house either. 

“If only he’d stop lying and showing off like that,” said the oldest of the old men, “he 

could be our fourth man. And then we could play cards again.” 

Pier Paolo Pellegrini smiled at the old men. “Later, friends, later. A blessed miracle!” 

he repeated to the journalists. Enrico was beginning to understand why the man didn’t have 
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many friends. He looked at the scabs on his own hands. He’d dug in the debris too. Who 

hadn’t? 

Stefano, who had noticed that Enrico had briefly stopped paying attention to him, was 

scrambling over a heap of rubble to get to the café. 

“Hey! What are you up to?” cried Enrico. 

“I’m thirsty. I want a drink.” 

Enrico went after him. “Stop being so difficult. You’re going to hurt yourself if you’re 

not careful and then you’ll have to go to hospital like Mum.” 

“You said you’d tell me a story.” Stefano pouted. 

“Okay. Don’t start crying again. I know a good one.” 

 

Enrico thought about Nonna Sabina. When he’d told her that he wanted to be an artist and 

asked if she thought it was a good idea, she said, “Listen, and I’ll tell you an old story. Go 

and sit on that chair over there.” 

He did as he was told and Nonna Sabina started telling him a story, the story that 

Enrico was going to tell now to calm Stefano down. It wasn’t really that suitable for little 

children, he thought, but he couldn’t come up with anything else. 

“Once upon a time,” he began, “there were two brothers. The elder brother, who was 

called Pietro, was an artist. The other one, Paolo, was a storyteller. The brothers lived 

together and they did everything together.” 

“Just like us, Enrico,” said Stefano. “We’re two brothers, too.” 

“Exactly. Well, these brothers, Pietro and Paolo, they went for a walk in the hills 

every day, listening to the birds and the wind, lazing about in the grass and drinking the fresh 

water from the spring...” 
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Sucking his thumb, Stefano walked obediently along with Enrico, leaving the car park 

and heading for the market. 

 

A long line of people stood waiting beside the tanker on the market square with bottles and 

jerry cans. Now that there was no running water and even the drinking fountains had dried 

up, a tanker brought fresh water to the village twice a day. 

Everyone was irritable. 

“Can’t you wait your turn?” 

“Actually, it was my turn ages ago. I’ve been standing here for hours.” 

“Don’t try that. You’ve only just got here. I saw you with my own eyes.” 

“Why are you sticking your nose in?” 

A note of panic was creeping into their voices. 

“Ladies, gentlemen, calm down, there’s enough for everyone.” 

“Calm down? I’m perfectly calm. Stop going on at us!” 

“Do you want me to turn off the tap and leave? No? Well, you can behave yourselves, 

then.” 

“You’re right. I’m sorry. It’s just my nerves.” 

 

Some of the locals had put out camp beds on the market square. Lots of people were sleeping, 

eating and working in the open air. They were still frightened.  

 

That day in August, like every other day, Enrico had been on his way to see the flock of 

sheep down in the valley. He had just left the market square when suddenly he heard 

rumbling from below – as if an underground train were passing by. The road he was walking 
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on started to shake. Watermelons stacked on a parked lorry rolled off and burst open on the 

ground. Shocked, Enrico stopped in his tracks. 

Windows shattered. Someone screamed. The wall of a house exploded, the concrete 

tearing apart as if it were cardboard. Enrico stared at it, dumbfounded, as the road surface 

shuddered wildly, shaking him about. He fell to the ground. 

“Run, Enrico, run!” It was Gianni, the postman. 

Gasping for breath, Gianni raced down the street. Enrico looked at him and tried to 

scramble to his feet. But where’s his bike? he thought. Then he saw Gianni’s ashen face, 

contorted with fear. Gianni who was always so cheerful, who even sang when he was asleep. 

But he was scared now, scared to death... 

A tree toppled over, crushing a car. 

And that was the moment when Enrico became scared too. Not because he knew 

exactly what was going on, everything was happening far too quickly for that, but something 

was happening that could frighten a person like Gianni and that was what scared Enrico. 

“Run. Get away from here!” yelled the postman. 

Then Enrico started running too. Right behind him the tarmac was cracking apart... 

 

Stefano tugged at Enrico’s T-shirt. “More story.” 

“Okay.” Enrico ruffled the little boy’s hair. 

“Do you remember what the two brothers were called?” 

Stefano nodded. “Pietro and Paolo.” 

“Good. Well, one boiling hot summer’s day Pietro and Paolo went for another walk in 

the hills. The sky was such a deep blue that it almost looked like night. There was no one else 

around and it was so hot that even the insects were silent. 
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“Suddenly a shadow fell over them. They looked up. Dazzled by the bright sunlight, 

they thought they could see a human figure with wings, blocking out the sun. Their mouths 

gaped open. 

“‘An angel!’ said Pietro. 

“‘The saint!’ said Paolo. ‘A miracle...’ 

“It was only when the winged figure had passed by and the light was no longer in 

their eyes that they could see what it really was. It wasn’t an angel and it wasn’t a saint. It 

was an eagle that had flown across the sun. The two brothers couldn’t help laughing. 

“‘This is going to make a beautiful picture,’ said Pietro. 

“‘This is going to make a beautiful story,’ said Paolo. 

“And the two brothers went home.” 

“I’m thirsty,” said Stefano again. 

“Didn’t you like the story?” 

“Yes, but I want a drink.” 

“Wait a moment.” Enrico took a water bottle from his bag. He looked at the line of 

people waiting by the tanker and was glad that he’d filled his bottle in the stream at Nonno 

Luigi’s. 


